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PLUTA Attorney Steffen Beck
appointed as the provisional
Administrator for GENO AG
12 July 2018 · Stuttgart, Germany · Business
Area: Insolvency Administration

On 5 July 2018, the Local Court of Ludwigsburg appointed
Mr Steffen Beck from PLUTA Rechtsanwalts GmbH as the
provisional insolvency administrator for GENO AG.

As a distribution company, GENO AG sold the products of
the housing association with the same name. These
products are so-called habitation and savings contracts,
which are similar to home loan and savings contracts. For
GENO Association, provisional ordinary insolvency
proceedings were ordered by the local court on 29 June
2018.

Shutting down the business of the distribution company,
GENO AG, could not be avoided as the housing association
is no longer accepting any new members or signing any
contracts during the insolvency proceedings. Therefore,
business operations will be closed down on 31 July 2018.

At the time the application was filed, the company had 64
members of staff. Some of them already left the company
at their own request, while the others will have to be laid
off.

“Our team will conduct the proceedings in the best
interests of the creditors. For this purpose, we will also
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check the possibility of asserting liability claims and claims
to contest the debtor’s transactions,” said the provisional
administrator Mr Beck, who will be supported in the
proceedings by Mr Michael Reichold.
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